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The meditational research and near-death experience research

conducted by a team of scientists, doctors and divine mentor
led them to theorize the existence of Electromagnetic Radiation

of the human mind (EMR-hm) or Electromagnetic Energy of the
human mind (EME-hm) [1]. The EME-hm or EMR-hm works on

the principles of particle physics and quantum mechanics. It also
works wirelessly like the EMR of the smart phones, texting, router
and Wi-Fi. The electric current flowing through the neurons in the
magnetic field of the brain generates the EME.

These authors have characterized the EME-hm as non-ionizing

radiation which falls in the same region of the EME spectrum as the

EME of iphone, router, Wi-Fi, and texting. The discovery of EME-hm

holds infinite promise in developing new technology and product
in detecting the EME-hm and how it varies with the positive and
negative actions of the human. There exists the need for fabricating
an instrument that can detect, measure and quantitate the intensity

of EME-hm at basal state and its rise and fall with and without
PWM.

The EME-hm plays a significant role in explaining all life events

The EME-hm can be expressed by the following equation
E-hm= M-hm X V-hm squared

Where E-hm = Energy of human mind,

M-hm = Mass of human mind assuming
Mind is the atom of consciousness.
V-hm = Velocity of human mind.

The EME of the human mind is so powerful that it not only

plays a role in recovering from medical illness, but it also plays an
important role in the following events of human life:
1.

In maintaining the entire human life from conception to

3.

In establishing bonding between human beings – between

2.

4.

death,

In causing disease, disability, and death (3 D’s),

loved ones, between less-loved ones and between nonloved ones,

In causing human happiness, unhappiness and sufferings
and

of human from conception to death. It can explain the causes of

5.

effect of prayer, worship and meditation (PWM) on the recovery

Every second of human life, EME flows through human mind.

human sufferings. It may also predict the occurrence of human
sufferings. There is ample evidence in the literature of the beneficial

from medical illness [2-7]. However, the mechanism of action

of PWM on the positive effect on medical illness was unknown
until now. The people attributed this beneficial effect of PWM on
recovery from medical illness to ‘medical miracle’. We propose that

the beneficial effect of PWM on positive outcome of medical illness
is a therapeutic effect mediated through EME-hm.

6.

In making people rich and poor

In making people educated and not educated.

With PWM, this EME or EMR increases in intensity thus causing

beneficial effect on the recovery from illness – in this case
regression of brain tumor [7] and recovery from septic shock [6].

The human being is composed of three parts – Body, Mind, and

Soul. So far we knew the mechanism of formation of the physical
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body through the science of Embryology, Physiology, Biochemistry

30

and Biophysics. We did not know how the Mind and Soul are

formed at conception. We propose that the mind and soul are

formed by the science of particle physics and Quantum Mechanics.
During physical union of father and mother, the EME-hm of father

and mother collide each other to form a third energy which forms

the mind of the child. The mind of the child is thus the mirror image
of the minds of the parents.

We name the physics particles responsible for the formation

of mind and soul at conception as ‘mene’ and ‘sene’ respectively

to conform with the name ‘gene’ which is responsible for the
formation of physical body of human being.

In conclusion the knowledge of EME-hm would be of great

benefit to humankind in understanding the formation of human
body, mind and soul, mechanics of human life and in understanding

the mechanism of therapeutic action of prayer, worship and
meditation in recovery from medical illness.
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